Bella Labs Announces Social Media Outreach
Program
April 23, 2012
Del Mar, CA (RPRN) 04/23/12 —
-- Bella Labs is pleased to announce the
launch of the company wide Social Media
Outreach Program. The Social Media
Outreach Program was developed to help
the growing skin care business connect with
its customers across a variety of different
platforms.
To begin the initiative, Bella Labs has joined
social media giants such as Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Google +, and numerous
other smaller social networks. The wrinkle
remedy manufacturer also plans on joining
and participating in multiple second and
third tier social networks to insure they are
actively participating in all communities that
their customers are.
“Our growth in the past year has been
phenomenal, and we owe it to our presence
on the Internet” says Lisa White, Business Development Specialist at Bella Labs. “We need to make
sure we stay true to our roots and stay in touch with what’s happening on the web. The closer we are
to our customers, the easier it is for us to provide customer service to them, or inform them of any
upcoming changes, deals, events, and other important things. We just want to make it as easy as
possible for our customers to communicate directly with us, so the Social Media Outreach Program
should certainly help make that goal possible.”
Bella Labs initiated the program by launching the Bella Labs on Twitter. The company twitter page
sends out a daily tips tweet on wrinkle prevention, in addition to press release announcements and
other notable messages.
“Once we started on Twitter, we thought it made sense to join as many social networks as we could
find” says White. “Facebook and LinkedIn were the obvious next choices. As our search to expand
our social media presence went on, found a site called Brand Yourself which pointed us to dozens of
other networks. We joined all of them, and are now monitoring interaction to decide which ones we
will remain active on.” Bella Labs now boasts a rather robust Brand Yourself profile , with links to
nearly 100 social networks.
About Bella Labs
Bella Labs is a health and beauty aid company that manufactures and markets skin care products.
The flagship product of the Bella Labs brand is a self named anti-wrinkle cream, which has helped
the company achieve massive growth since being launched in 2009. Bella Labs wrinkle remedy
includes elastin and vitamin E which help eliminate wrinkles, promote collagen production and plump
and firm the skin. For more information about Bella Labs, please visit our Web site
at www.bellalabs.com, friend Bella Labs on Facebook, follow Bella Labs on Twitter, network with
Bella Labs on LinkedIn.
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